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The algorithm of Maas and Pope~1992! is presented as a method for identification of invariant
reduced-order manifolds for stable systems which exhibit dynamics with a time-scale separation.
While this method has been published previously in the literature, theoretical justification for the
algorithm was not presented in the original work. Here, it will be shown rigorously that the
algorithm correctly identifies the slow manifold. Before the theoretical results are presented, a brief
background on the behavior of singularly perturbed systems is presented. The algorithm of Maas
and Pope~1992! is then introduced. This method will be applied to two different examples, a
distillation column and a two-phase chemical reactor. For each of these examples, the resulting
reduced-order description will be compared to other standard methods of producing reduced-order
models. In addition, some preliminary thoughts on how this method can be used to form
reduced-order models are presented. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1054-1500~99!01701-2#
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Dynamic models of chemical processes that are derive
from first-principles tend to be of high order, yet may
exhibit behavior consistent with low-order systems. Of-
ten, this characteristic behavior is the result of dynamics
occurring on different time scales. The algorithm of Maas
and Pope„1992… was developed as a method of identify-
ing the invariant manifold of ‘‘slow’’ dynamics for this
class of systems. Here it is shown rigorously for the first
time that the algorithm accurately identifies the slow
manifold for systems exhibiting both infinite and finite
time-scale separations. Some thoughts on how the result
of this algorithm can be used for forming reduced models
are introduced and examples are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there have been significant advances in
field of nonlinear control. In order to apply these methods
real world processes, a suitable mathematical model o
system to be controlled must be developed. Current meth
of nonlinear control are unable to deal with process mod
that have a high dimensional state-space description. C
troller synthesis using methods based on differential ge
etry can become unwieldy due to algebraic manipulati
needed for computing the controller. If model predictive co
trol methods are being used, computational requireme
may be large for system descriptions of even moderate
mension. Another alternative is to use methods of con
based on singularly perturbed systems. Kokotovic and Kh

a!Current address: The RAND Corporation, 1700 Main Street, P.O.
2138, Santa Monica, CA 90407.
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~1986! contains a good collection of past work in this fiel
However, such methods rely on a description of the sys
dynamics in a specific format that may not always
straightforward to obtain.

Dynamical descriptions of chemical processes are o
derived from first-principles models of the chemistry a
physics of the system. These models are developed by w
ing detailed descriptions of the reaction kinetics, thermo
namics, heat transfer, material and mass balances. Mo
developed in this way are surprisingly accurate but are ty
cally of fairly high order and complexity. At the same tim
these models generally exhibit behavior on widely differi
time scales. If one is uninterested with behavior occurring
fast time scales, it is natural to consider a model reduct
scheme which discards the fast dynamics of the model. H
ristically, models can be simplified by making pseu
steady-state or equilibrium assumptions. However, these
sumptions are not mathematically rigorous and may not
ways result in an accurate model.

In this work, systems which exhibit large time-sca
separations are considered. For systems with stable dyna
and large time-scale separations, the dynamics conve
quickly to a reduced-order invariant manifold in the sta
space. Once on this manifold, the system remains there
only the slower dynamics of the system persists. Since
majority of the system dynamics take place on this manifo
it seems natural that any model reduction scheme should
the location of this reduced manifold. Since there is no f
dynamics on this manifold it will be called theslow mani-
fold. The next section is a short introduction to the theory
singular perturbations.

x
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A. Singular perturbation theory

Singularly perturbed systems are systems of ordin
differential equations~ODEs! which exhibit dynamic behav
ior evolving over two vastly different time scales. The sta
dard form of the singular perturbation model consists o
model in which the derivatives of a number of the variab
are multiplied by a small parameter,e.

x85 f ~x,y,e!, ey85g~x,y,e!, ~1!

where85 d/dt, xPRl , yPRm, andePR. Whene is small,
this system of ODEs will exhibit a characteristic two-tim
scale behavior. Whene→0, system~1! becomes

x85 f ~x,y,0!, 05g~x,y,0!.

In this limit, g(x,y,0)50 defines an invariant region upo
which the dynamicsx85 f (x,y,0) takes place. Outside o
this region, the dynamics is not defined, as the condit
g(x,y,0)50 cannot be met.

By scaling time such thatte5t, system~1! becomes

ẋ5e f ~x,y,e!, ẏ5g~x,y,e!, ~3!

wherė 5 d/dt. For eÞ0, system~3! is equivalent to system
~1!. However, the behavior is quite different whene→0. In
this limit, system~3! becomes

ẋ50, ẏ5g~x,y,0!. ~4!

Notice that for system~4!, x is constant and only the value o
y changes with time.

Because of the scaling of time withe, system~1! is
called theslow system and system~3! is called thefast sys-
tem. Whene50, the set in the state space for which slo
dynamics is defined,g(x,y,0)50, is the set of critical points
for the fast system. In the two limiting cases, analysis of
dynamics is simplified by the fact that the state-space
namics is limited to a manifold which is smaller than t
original state-space. For process control, the more com
ling limiting case is the slow system. Since the system
jectories quickly converge to the reduced-order manifold
fined by g(x,y,0)50 when the fast dynamics is stabl
control may not be needed for the fast dynamics. In orde
improve performance in the region of slow dynamics, onl
description of these slow dynamics may be needed.

Unfortunately, many physical systems which exhibit b
havior consistent with singularly perturbed systems do
take the standard form of system~1! after first-principles
modeling. In order to convert these systems into the stand
form, transformations based on physical insight into the s
cific system can be used~Khahil, 1996!. Often these trans
formations are not obvious, as choosing a suitable ‘‘sma
parameter can be difficult. Converting a system into the ‘‘o
timal’’ form such that the slow and fast dynamics are co
pletely decoupled may not even be possible using phys
insight. For this reason, it would be preferable to identify t
slow manifold from the complete description of the syste
dynamics using a computational algorithm. Other researc
this area has considered this problem.

Modal reduction is one example of previous work
model reduction for linear systems exhibiting multiple tim
wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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scale behavior. The eigenvalues of the system can be fo
and a transformation which splits the state-space into s
and fast modes can be used to discard the fast dynamic
the system@this method is described in Brogan~1991!#. For
nonlinear systems, the model reduction scheme of Rou
and Fraser~1991! can be used to develop a low-order a
proximation of systems which exhibit nonlinear dynamic
However, the algorithm becomes computationally intracta
for systems of even moderate dimension and complexity.
this reason, other methods of model reduction are needed
nonlinear systems.

II. THE MAAS AND POPE ALGORITHM

The algorithm described in the paper of Maas and P
~1992! was developed to identify slow manifolds in prob
lems associated with combustion. The algorithm compu
discrete points located on the slow manifold from a dynam
cal description of a system which consists of ODEs wh
exhibit time-scale separation. The motivation for this alg
rithm is the fact that simulations of complete models of d
tailed combustion kinetics can take hundreds of hours
supercomputer time. By identifying the manifold of slow d
namics, it is hoped that methods can be developed for p
ducing a reduced model of the system in order to decre
the computational time needed for accurate simulations.

For the purpose of describing the Maas and Pope a
rithm, assume the following system, which exhibits tim
scale separation, is given

ż5F~z!, ~5!

with zPRn. From this description, annr,n dimensional
manifold where the slow dynamics exists is to be found. T
dynamics of the overall system from arbitrary initial cond
tions should decay very quickly onto thisnr-dimensional in-
variant slow manifold. While the original algorithm does n
develop a reduced model of the dynamics on the slow m
fold, it does identify individual points on the slow manifold

The idea behind the algorithm presented in the pape
Maas and Pope is based mainly on local arguments, an
rigorous justification of the algorithm is not presented in t
original paper. In the paper it is stated that ‘‘While the d
velopment is mathematical, no attempt at rigor is made’’ a
the analysis of the algorithm is given only for linearize
dynamics. The algorithm makes use of the eigenvalue
composition of the Jacobian of the system dynamics. T
the Jacobian ofF evaluated atz0 defined as

J5
]F

]z
~z0!. ~6!

It is stated that the eigenvalues ofJ identify the time scales
associated with movement in the state-space when there
clear separation in time scales for the system. In addition,
eigenvectors associated with these eigenvalues describ
‘‘characteristic directions’’ associated with these time scal
Such arguments should only hold in the neighborhood of
reduced manifold.

The goal of the Maas and Pope~1992! algorithm is to
identify the set in the state-space where the projection of
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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dynamics onto the directions consisting of only fast line
ized dynamics is zero. On this surface, the dynamics of
fastest time scales should be at equilibrium. The manifol
found in the following manner. Suppose a local basis
formed by the eigenvectors of the Jacobian at a poinz.
Those eigenvectors corresponding to distinct eigenva
form basis members. In the case ofm repeated eigenvalues
then m linearly independent chosen eigenvectors should
selected to be members of the basis. When the eigenve
are sorted such that the absolute value of the real part o
corresponding eigenvalues is decreasing, the result is

V~z!5S u u u

v1 v2 ••• vn

u u u
D . ~7!

The inverse of this matrix is

V21~z!5S 2 ṽ1 2

2 ṽ2 2

A

2 ṽn 2

D . ~8!

The inverse also defines the coordinate transformation f
the original coordinates to a basis consisting of the eigenv
tors. On the low-dimensional manifold of slow dynamics t
following relationship holds:

W~z!F~z!50, ~9!

where

W~z!5S 2 ṽnr11 2

2 ṽnr12 2

A

2 ṽn 2

D . ~10!

Note thatW is a function ofz, and the Jacobian ofF ~spe-
cifically its eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition! must be
evaluated at each point of interest so thatW can be found.
The matrixW projects the dynamics onto the eigenvecto
corresponding to then2nr smallest eigenvalues of the lin
earized dynamics.

Since the eigenvectors are not orthogonal, the ma
W(z) may be ill-conditioned and the inversion may be pro
lematic numerically. The solution to the above problem
better behaved computationally if the Schur basis is use
define the spaces referring to the slow and fast eigenval
The Schur basis is orthogonal, and the computations ass
ated with it are better behaved numerically. The Schur
composition is defined as follows@Horn and Johnson
~1985!#:

J5QNQT, ~11!

whereQ is an orthonormal matrix andN is a triangular ma-
trix which is sorted such that the eigenvalues appea
along the diagonal are sorted in order of descending ma
tude of the real part. IfQ is
wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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Q5S u u u

q1 q2 ••• qn

u u u
D , ~12!

then it can be easily seen thatq15v1 . Because of the trian-
gular form of the matrixN, it can also be shown thatv2 can
be formed from a linear combination ofq1 andq2 . By ex-
tending this argument, thenr eigenvectors corresponding t
the nr largest eigenvalues will be spanned by the ba
(q1 ,...,qnr

) and the orthogonal complement to this space
spanned by the basis (qnr 11

,...,qn). Because of this, the
slow manifold is defined by pointsz such that

QL
T~z!F~z!5S 2 qnr11

T
2

2 qnr12
T

2

A

2 qn
T 2

D F~z!50. ~13!

In the original work, both Newton’s method and co
tinuation methods are suggested for finding the manif
whereQL

T(z)F(z)50. Since any fixed pointzf will be on the
manifold, asF(zf)50 for a fixed point by definition, a fixed
point can be identified and used as a starting point for
algorithm. In order to make the equations consistent,nr ad-
ditional parametric equations must be defined. An exam
would be fixingnr of the variables to some given values b
solving the extended set of equations

S QL
T~z!F~z!

P~z,t!
D 50, ~14!

where

P~z,t!5zni
2t i i 51,...,r , ~15!

wheret is a vector of fixed parameters. The solution of E
~14! for z gives a single point on the slow manifold. B
solving this equation repeatedly with different values of t
parameter vectort, numerous points on the manifold can b
computed which are arbitrarily close together by the cho
of parameterst.

In this work, a nonlinear optimization is used to identi
the slow manifold. It is not clear what advantages th
method offers over other computational approaches~continu-
ation, one-parameter cuts, etc.!, as alternative approaches
solving the problem were not explored. An interface h
been written to the programNPSOL ~Gill et al., 1994! such
that the following problem is solved:

min
zPR

n

iQL
T~z!F~z!i25 (

i 51

n2nr

qi 1nr

T F~z!, ~16!

with nr of the states of the system fixed

zni
5t i i 51, . . . ,r . ~17!
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Note that t i behave like constraints on some of the st
variables to make the minimization solution unique. T
choice of ni determines how the slow manifold should b
parametrized. If the objective function is equal to zero af
the minimization at a single pointz, the condition for iden-
tifying the slow manifold has been met. By repeating t
algorithm for different values of the vectort, a number of
different points on the manifold can be calculated be rep
ing the process. If the minimum of the objective function
nonzero, no point on the reduced manifold exists with
defined values of the fixed states.

One question which is not answered by this proces
the proper choice of the dimension of the reduced manifo
nr . It is important thatnr should be chosen such that there
a ‘‘gap’’ in the time scales between the dynamics that
assumed to be the fast and slow dynamics; however, a n
ber of values ofnr may meet this criterion. One optio
would be to choosenr such that the accuracy of the model
suitable for the desired application. Clearly, more researc
needed in this area.

III. THE FENICHEL NORMAL FORM

The transformation to the Fenichel normal form will b
used to prove that the Maas and Pope algorithm identifies
intrinsic slow manifold in the case whereeÞ0. The deriva-
tion of this normal form is given here as background info
mation. It should be noted that the material in this sect
comes from the papers of Jones~1994! and Fenichel~1979!.

Whene→0 there is an infinite time-scale separation b
tween the fast and slow dynamics. In this case the se
critical points of~4! is defined byg(x,y,0)50. This is the set
where the slow dynamics defined by~2! exist. The manifold
where g(x,y,0)50 is defined by a set ofm equations in
Rl 1m. This manifold is expected to bel dimensional~at least
locally! by the preimage theorem of differential geome
~Guillemin and Pollack, 1974! and it is possible that the
manifold has boundary. A sufficient condition for the preim
age theorem to hold is that det((]g/]y) (x,y,0))Þ0. The
assumption of normal hyperbolicity, which will follow
shortly, will be sufficient for the preimage theorem to app
In this paper, the manifold of critical points will be calle
M05$(x,y):g(x,y,0)50%, where the subscript refers to th
fact thate50.

Before presenting the transformation to the Fenichel n
mal form, a list of assumptions which will be utilize
throughout this article is presented. The first assumption c
cerns the smoothness of the functionsf andg. This assump-
tion ensures that the transformation to the Fenichel nor
form is smooth.

Assumption 3.1. The functions f and g are assumed t
C` on the set U3I , UPRl 1m and the interval I contains0.

It is possible to weaken this assumption toCr smooth-
ness, butC` smoothness will be assumed to simplify th
proofs that follow.

The second assumption concerns the dynamics on
manifoldM0 . Since the manifold is a set of critical point
directions normal toM0 should correspond to eigenvalue
wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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which are nonzero and eigenvalues tangent toM0 should be
identically zero.

Definition 3.1. The manifoldM0 is normally hyperbolic
if the linearization of (4) has exactly l eigenvalues on t
imaginary axisRe(l)50 for all (x,y)PM0 .

Assumption 3.2. The manifoldM0 is normally hyper-
bolic.

Since the linearization of Eq.~4! is

S d ẋ

d ẏ
D 5S 0 0

]g

]x
~x,y,0!

]g

]y
~x,y,0!D S dx

dyD , ~18!

M0 is normally hyperbolic whenever]g/]y (x,y,0) has no
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis for (x,y)PM0 .

SinceM0 may have boundary, the manifold cannot
invariant in general since trajectories can escape the m
fold at the boundary. However, it can be shown thatM0 will
be locally invariant. A manifold is locally invariant when the
only way that a trajectory can escape the manifold is throu
the boundary.

In order to simplify the notation, it will be assumed th
the manifoldM0 can be represented as the graph of a fu
tion h. Since the matrix (]g/]y) (x,y,0) is nonsingular on
the manifold due to the assumption of normal hyperbolici
it is locally invertible for any (x,y)PM0 . By the Implicit
Function Theorem,y can always be found as a function ofx
locally. Assuming that a solution can be made globally, th
M0 can be represented by a graph of a functionh0.

Assumption 3.3.M0 can be represented as a grap
M05$(x,y):y5h0(x)% for some compact domain xPK
where K,Rl .

As y can be found fromx locally, the main assumption
needed here is that the functionh0(x) can be pieced togethe
globally from the local descriptions.

Some other structures of the unperturbed equationse
50) should also be defined here. First, it will be assum
without loss of generality thath0(x)50 for all pointsxPK
where the setK is simply the compact domain (x,h0(x))
PM0 . If h0(x)Þ0 in the original coordinates, the change
coordinates fromy to ỹ5y2h0(x) gives the desired prop
erty. Using this assumption, Eq.~4! can be converted to the
following form in the neighborhood ofM0:

ẋ50, ẏ5L~x!y1G~x,y,0!, ~19!

where L(x)5(]g/]y) (x,h0(x),0) and uG(x,y,0)u<g(uyu)
asL(x)y is linear iny.

Using linear algebra, a transformation can be found s
that y is transformed into coordinates (a,b),

ẋ50,

ȧ5A~x!a1G1~x,a,b,0!, ~20!

ḃ5B~x!b1G2~x,a,b,0!,

where the eigenvalues ofA(x) are strictly positive and the
eigenvalues ofB(x) are strictly negative. The eigenvalues
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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L(x) are bounded away from zero by the assumption t
M0 is hyperbolic. It will also be assumed thataPRma and
bPRmb wherema1mb5m.

Each point (x,0)PM0 has a stable and unstable man
fold associated with it. Themb-dimensional stable manifold
at x will be calledWs(x) and is defined by the conditiona
50. Thema-dimensional unstable manifold atx, Wu(x) is
defined by b50. Ws(M0) and Wu(M0) are simply the
stable and unstable manifolds for all pointsxPM0 .

In the case where the time-scale separation between
variables is finite, the parametere is small but nonzero.
When e is sufficiently small, a manifold of slow dynamic
which is close toM0 still exists. It is shown by Feniche
~1979! that there exists a manifold calledMe that is diffeo-
morphic toM0 .

Theorem 3.1@Fenichel~1979!#: If e.0 and sufficiently
small, there exist manifoldsMe , Ws(Me), and Wu(Me)
which areO(e) perturbations and are diffeomorphic toM0 ,
Ws(M0), and Wu(M0), respectively. In addition,Me is
invariant to the flow of (3).

If e.0 is sufficiently small, for someD.0

~1! there is a function@b
a#5he(x) defined for xPK, uau

<D, and ubu<D such that the graph

Me~x!5H ~x,a,b!:Fa

bG5he~x!J ~21!

is locally invariant under the dynamics defined by (3)
~2! there is a function a5hs(x,b,e) defined for xPK and

ubu<D such that the graph

Ws~Me!5$~x,a,b!:a5hs~x,b,e!% ~22!

is locally invariant under the dynamics defined by (3)
~3! there is a function b5hu(x,a,e) defined for xPK and

uau<D such that the graph

Wu~Me!5$~x,a,b!:b5hu~x,a,e!% ~23!

is locally invariant under the dynamics defined by (3)

A proof of this theorem is found in Fenichel~1979! and
Jones~1994!.

Now in the fast scaling, the manifoldMe will not need
to be a manifold of stationary points as was the case forM0 .
Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of trajectories in the nei
borhood of the slow manifold in these two different case

The Fenichel normal form is a transformation whi
converts equations from the general form of~3! to one in
which the variables are ‘‘decoupled’’ in some sense. T
equations will be transformed as before, but this time

FIG. 1. Behavior of trajectories in the neighborhood near the slow mani
for M0 andMe .
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parametere is allowed to be nonzero. As previously, Eq.~3!
can be converted to the following form onM0:

ẋ5e f ~x,y,e!, ẏ5L~x!y1G~x,y,e!, ~24!

where L(x)5 (]g/]y) (x,h0(x),e) and uG(x,y,e)u
<g(uyu1ueu) sinceG is higher order iny ande.

Again transformingy to (a,b),

ẋ5e f ~x,y,e!,

ȧ5A~x!a1G1~x,a,b,e!, ~25!

ḃ5B~x!b1G2~x,a,b,e!,

where the eigenvalues ofA(x) are strictly positive and the
eigenvalues ofB(x) are strictly negative,aPRma and b
PRmb, andma1mb5m.

Since a graph exists which defines the manifo
Ws(Me) andWu(Me), the coordinates can be transforme
to simplify the dynamics. In the first step, the coordinates
transformed to

x15x,

a15a2hs~x,b,e!, ~26!

b15b,

which causes the manifoldWs(Me) to be defined bya1

50. The coordinates can be transformed again to

x25x1 ,

a25a1 , ~27!

b25b12hu~x1 ,a11hs~x1 ,b1 ,e!,e!,

where the surfaceb250 defines the manifoldWu(Me).
Since the stable and unstable manifolds are invariant

der the dynamics defined by~25!, the surfacesa250 and
b250 must also be invariant. This means thata250 implies
ȧ250 andb250 impliesḃ250 and the equations describin
the dynamics in these coordinates should take the form

ẋ25eF2~x2 ,a2 ,b2 ,e!

ȧ25L~x2 ,a2 ,b2 ,e!a2 , ~28!

ḃ25G~x2 ,a2 ,b2 ,e!b2 ,

locally, where F2(x2 ,a2 ,b2 ,e)5 f (x,a2hs(x,b,e), b
2hu(x,a,e)) and L(x2 ,a2 ,b2 ,e) and G(x2 ,a2 ,b2 ,e) are
matrices. Additionally, system~28! should be equivalent to
~25! when e50. For this reasonL(x2,0,0,0)5A(x) and
G(x2,0,0,0)5B(x).

With this transformation, the coordinates defining t
stable and unstable manifold of a given pointv0PM0 have
been ‘‘straightened.’’ In order to decouple the slow dire
tions, theory which is known as Fenichel fibering is need
Since it has been shown that the manifoldsWs(M0) and
Wu(M0) persist when parametere is finite, the next ques-
tion is whether the manifolds associated with a single po
v0PM0 also perturb in a similar fashion for finitee. Since

d
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individual pointsvePMe are no longer fixed points, it is no
clear that these structures will remain after the perturba
of e.

It turns out that these structures will still remain, a
though the dynamic nature of the system in this region
quite different from in the casee50. A sketch of the stable
manifoldsWs(v0) andWs(ve) is given in Fig. 2.

The existence of these structure is shown by determin
a graph function which describes the manifold associa
with a single given point onMe .

Theorem 3.2 @Fenichel ~1979!#: If e.0 is sufficiently
small, then

~1! in a250 [which is Ws(Me)] there exists, for eachve

5( x̂,e)PMe , a function x5hs
v(b) defined forubu<D

such that the graphs

Ws~ve!5$~x,0,b,e!:x5hs
v~b!% ~29!

form a locally invariant family;
~2! in b250 [which is Wu(Me)] there exists, for eachve

5( x̂,e)PMe , a function x5hu
v(a) defined foruau<D

such that the graphs

Wu~ve!5$~x,a,0,e!:x5hu
v~a!% ~30!

form a locally invariant family.

These graphs,hs
v(b) and hu

v(a), define the stable and
unstable manifolds associated with a given pointvePMe .
Individual points on these manifolds are known as fibers,
will approach the trajectory onMe that passes through th
basepoint of the fiber. Hence, the fibers ‘‘tie together’’ t
fast and slow dynamics in a precise way. Results for h
points inWs(Me) decay toMe are given below where the
flow generated by the vector field is defined byf t(•) and the
evolution ofu under that flow is given byf t(u).

Corollary 1 @Fenichel~1979!#. ks.0 and as,0 so that
if uPWs(v) then

uf t~u!2f t~v !u<kse
ast ~31!

for all t>0 under the assumption that the solution does
leave the neighborhood of the manifoldMe . Furthermore,
similar results exist for the unstable manifold.

The graphs,hs
v(b) and hu

v(a), define mappings from
(ve ,b) to (hs

v(b),b) or from (ve ,a) to (hu
v(a),a), respec-

tively. By taking the inverse of these mapping, the ba
points of the fibers which are onMe can be found. This
inverse mapping takes a fiber inWs(Me) or Wu(Me) to its
base onMe .

FIG. 2. A sketch ofWs(v0) andWs(ve).
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These inverses can be defined asp2:(x,b,e)→ x̂PMe

andp1:(x,a,e)→ x̂PMe . By using these inverses as a c
ordinate transformation, the fibers insideWs(Me) and
Wu(Me) can also be straightened. This is done first
straightening the stable manifold

x35p2~x2 ,b2 ,e!,

a35a2 , ~32!

b35b2 ,

and then by straightening the fibers of the unstable manif

x45p1~x3 ,a3 ,e!,

a45a3 , ~33!

b45b3 .

By making these transformations, the slow flow becom
decoupled from the flow on the manifoldsWs(Me) and
Wu(Me). If either a50 or b50 then what wasf (x,a,b,e)
is only a function ofx and e in these new coordinates. Fo
this reason, the new form of the equations in these tra
formed coordinates is given by

ẋ45e$h~x4 ,e!1H~x4 ,a4 ,b4 ,e!%,

ȧ45L~x4 ,a4 ,b4 ,e!a4 , ~34!

ḃ45G~x4 ,a4 ,b4 ,e!b4 ,

whereH(x4 ,a4 ,b4 ,e) is a bilinear function ofa4 and b4 .
This change of coordinates will be valid only in a loc
neighborhood of the manifold, which can be defined as
set D5$(x4 ,a4 ,b4 ,e):ua4u<D,ub4u<D,x4PK,eP@0,e0#%.
This is the Fenichel normal form which is derived in Jone
Kaper, and Kopell~1996!. In the proofs that will follow, the
Fenichel normal form@Eq. ~34!# will be used but the sub-
scripts will be omitted.

IV. THEORETICAL RESULTS

In this section, a justification for the slow manifold iden
tification algorithm of Maas and Pope will be given for
system of ODEs in the standard singular perturbation fo
For the limiting case where the time separation between
slow and fast dynamics is infinite~e→0!, the proof is fairly
straightforward. In the case wheree is small but finite, the
Fenichel normal form is utilized to show that the Maas a
Pope algorithm identifies the proper slow manifold. For t
results presented here, it will be assumed that the dynam
appear in the standard form for singularly perturbed syste
When the dynamics is not in this form originally, there a
ways exists a nonlinear change of coordinates to put them
this form ~Fenichel, 1979!. For this reason, working with the
standard form of singular perturbed systems is not proble
atic.

A. Infinite time-scale separation

For the limiting casee→0, the representation of the dy
namics with the fast time scaling~4! will be utilized. To
prove that the Maas and Pope algorithm identifies the s
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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manifold correctly in this limiting case, first it will be show
that the condition described in the Maas and Pope algori
is satisfied on the slow manifold.

Theorem 4.1:For the system described by Eq. (4) und
the assumptions given in Sec. III, QL

T(z)F(z)50 for z
PM0 .

Proof: For this set of equations, the dynamics can
linearized about a point (x,h0(x))PM0 . The linearization
of Eq. ~4! takes the form

S ḋx

ḋy
D 5S 0 0

0
]g

]y
~x,h0~x!,0!D S dx

dyD ~35!

onM0 . This is because (]g/]x) (x,h0(x),0)50 and follows
from

dg

dx
~x,h0~x!,0!5

]g

]x
~x,h0~x!,0!1

]g

]y
~x,h0~x!,0!

]h0

]x
~x!

~36!

50. ~37!

The eigenvalues of the Jacobian given in~35! can be
decomposed into two distinct groups. The first group of
genvalues is identically zero and the set of eigenvectors
sociated with these eigenvalues is contained in the space
fined by the orthonormal vectors$(0

e1),(0
e2),...,(0

e l)% which
form a basis for the spaceRl . Since the matrix
(]g/]y) (x,h0(x),0) is nonsingular, the eigenvalues of th
matrix are bounded away from zero. The invariant eigenv
tor space associated with these nonzero eigenvalue
spanned by the orthonormal basis vectors$( ê1

0 ),(ê2

0 ),... ,(êm
0 )%

which span the invariant space, which will be calledE. These
basis vectors should span the same invariant space a
rows ofQL

T as both sets of vectors correspond to eigenval
which are nonzero.

In mathematical terms, this projection onto the invaria
space associated with the nonzero eigenvalues is given

S 0 ê1
T

0 ê2
T

0 A

0 êm
T

D S e f ~x,h0~x!,0!

g~x,h0~x!,0!
D 50, ~38!

asg(x,h0(x),0)50 by the definition ofh0(x). On the invari-
ant manifoldM0 , the projection of the original dynamic
onto the spaceE is identically zero, as can be seen from E
~38!. Therefore,QL

TF(x0 ,y0)50 onM0 and the conditions
specified in the Maas and Pope~1992! algorithm are satis-
fied.

For points (x0 ,y0) not onM0 , it can be shown that the
Maas and Pope algorithm will not find the quanti
QL

TF(x0 ,y0) is zero. If it is possible for this quantity to b
zero for (x0 ,y0)¹M0, (x0 ,y0) might be improperly classi-
fied as being onM0 by the algorithm.

Theorem 4.2:For the system described by Eq. (4) und
the assumptions given in Sec. III, QL

T(z)F(z)Þ0 for z¹M0 .
Proof: The linearization of~4! about (x0 ,y0)¹M0 takes

the following form:
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S ḋx

ḋy
D 5S 0 0

]g

]x
~x0 ,y0,0!

]g

]y
~x0 ,y0,0!D S dx

dyD . ~39!

As long as (]g/]y) (x0 ,y0,0) is nonsingular, this matrix
has exactlyl eigenvalues which are zero and the invaria
space associated with these eigenvalues is spanned b
basis vectors

H S e1

0 D ,S e2

0 D , . . . ,S el

0 D J .

The orthogonal complement to this space~that space which
refers to nonzero eigenvalues! will be spanned by the basi
vectors

H S 0

ê1
D ,S 0

ê2
D , . . . ,S 0

êm
D J .

Therefore, off the manifold the expressionQL
TF(x0 ,y0) is

nonzero since for (x0 ,y0)¹M0 , g(x0 ,y0,0)Þ0 by defini-
tion, and

S 0 ê1
T

0 ê2
T

0 A

0 êm
T

D S e f ~x0 ,y0,0!

g~x0 ,y0,0!
DÞ0. ~40!

B. Finite time-scale separation

The slow manifold in the case where the time-sc
separation is finite isMe . This manifold may not be the
same asM0 , so it should be shown that the algorithm pr
posed by Maas and Pope also properly identifiesMe from
the equations given in~3!. In order to show this rigorously
the Fenichel Normal Form will be used. Working with th
coordinates in the Fenichel Normal Form, it can be sho
that the algorithm of Maas and Pope properly identifies
slow manifold.

Theorem 4.3:For the system described by Eq. (3) und
the assumptions given in Sec. III, QL

T(z)F(z)50 for z
PMe .

Proof: The Fenichel normal form will be used to prov
this statement. Since the transformation to the normal form
smooth and invertible, the algorithm of Maas and Pope
be validated in these coordinates. First, Eq.~34! is linearized
about a point (x,0,0)PMe .

ḋx5e
]h

]x
~x,e!dx,

ḋa5L~x,0,0,e!da, ~41!

ḋb5G~x,0,0,e!db.

The Jacobian of the linearization is
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Je5S e
]h

]x
~x,e! 0 0

0 L~x,0,0,e! 0

0 0 G~x,0,0,e!

D , ~42!

and the eigenvalues ofJe lie in two distinct groups. The firs
group of eigenvalues consists ofm eigenvalues which have
real part with absolute value of magnitudeO(e). The eigen-
vectors associated with these eigenvalues are containe
the space spanned by the vectors

H S e1

0

0
D ,S e2

0

0
D , . . . ,S el

0

0
D J ,

where the vectorsei form a basis of the spaceRl . Those
eigenvalues which have real part which is bounded aw
from the origin have eigenvectors contained in the sp
spanned by the vectors

H S 0

ê1

0
D , . . .S 0

êma

0
D ,S 0

0

ě1

D . . . ,S 0

0

ěmb

D J .

The dynamics of system~34! evaluated for (x,0,0)PMe is
described by

ẋ5eh~x,e!, ȧ50, ḃ50. ~43!

Once again it is easily seen that the projection of the dyn
ics onto the space of the fast eigenvalues is identically z
on the manifold.

S 0 ê1
T 0

A

0 êma

T 0

0 0 ě1
T

A

0 0 ěmb

T

D S eh~x,e!

0

0
D 50. ~44!

Since the projection of the dynamics onto the eigenvec
associated with the fast direction is identically zero, the M
and Pope algorithm should again give the proper result w
on the manifoldMe .

For points not on the manifoldMe , it is conjectured that
the Maas and Pope criteria will not be satisfied. Howev
because the Fenichel normal form only holds in a lo
neighborhood of the slow manifold it is difficult to prove th
fact rigorously. While the authors are able to show that
Maas and Pope criteria will not be satisfied on the manifo
Ws(Me) and Wu(Me) in the neighborhood of the slow
manifold, extending these results to the more general cas
points off the manifold is more difficult and an elega
method of proving this conjecture has not yet been foun
wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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V. EXAMPLE: BINARY DISTILLATION

Distillation is used widely throughout the chemical an
petroleum industries for separation and purification of pro
ucts. A distillation column consists of a series of trays whe
vapor-liquid equilibrium of the mixture is achieved. In th
manner, the product stream at the top of the column cons
of the lighter components of the mixture and the prod
stream at the bottom of the column consists of the hea
components. There has been a great deal of work directe
understanding the dynamics and improving control of dis
lation processes because of its importance in these indus

Modeling of the process in a tray-by-tray fashion
straightforward by considering component balances. In
simplest case of a binary mixture with 100% tray efficienc
constant molar flow, and constant molar holdups, trayi is
modeled as

Miẋi5Lxi 211Vyi 112Lxi2Vyi , ~45!

wherexi is the liquid composition on trayi , yi is the vapor
composition on trayi , L is the liquid molar flow rate,V is
the vapor flow rate, andMi is the molar holdup of trayi .
This is the relationship that describes the change in m
holdup with respect to the flows onto and off of the tray. B
assuming the vapor liquid equilibrium is governed by co
stant relative volatility (a), yi is given by

yi5k~xi !5
axi

~11~a21!xi !
. ~46!

This set of differential algebraic equations can be easily
tegrated, and early computational studies of the transient
havior of distillation columns are presented by Rosenbro
~1957!.

The overall mathematical model of the distillation co
umn is given by a number of differential equations that
equal to the number of trays of the column. For example
column withN trays and a pure liquid feed is described b

Mẋ15Vy22Lux12Dx1 ,

Mẋ25Lux11Vy32Lux22Vy2 ,

A,

Mẋf 215Luxf 221Vyf2Luxf 212Vyf 21 ,

Mẋf5Luxf 211Vyf 112Luxf2Vyf1Fxf ,

Mẋf 115Llxf1Vyf 122Llxf 112Vyf 11 , ~47!

A,

MẋN215LlxN211VyN112LlxN2VyN ,

MẋN5LlxN212BxN2VyN ,

whereD5V2L is the distillate flow rate,B5L1F2V is
the bottoms flow rate,F is the feed flow rate, andxf is the
feed composition. In order for the amount of material in t
column to be constant, the liquid flows in the column abo
the feed (Lu) and below the feed (Ll) are related byLl

5Lu1F. In industry, the goal is often to maintain a consta
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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purity of either one or both of the product streams. The pr
uct stream at the top of the column is known as the distill
(xd5x1) and the product stream at the bottom is known
the bottoms (xb5xN). Control is performed by adjusting th
flows of the column (L,V,D,B) such that the overall mas
balance in the column is conserved.

While these detailed models have been available fo
long time, there have been numerous attempts to quantify
dynamics behavior of these differential algebraic equati
and to develop a reduced-order model which accurately
scribes the dynamics. It has been well-known for a long ti
that the dynamics of a distillation column is dominated by
single large time constant which can be estimated by con
ering the column as a giant ‘‘mixing tank’’~Davidson, 1956;
Moczek, Otto, and Williams, 1965; Wahl and Harriot, 197
Skogestad and Morari, 1987!. Later, the multiple input/
multiple output dynamics of the linearized system were st
ied and a second smaller time constant was discovered w
has important implications for control purposes~Skogestad
and Morari, 1988!. Input directionality is important when
determining this second time constant, and these ideas
extended in the work of Sa˚gfors and Waller~1995!. Other
recent approaches to this problem utilize nonlinear metho
Nonlinear wave theory is utilized in the work of Hwan
~1991! and Hwang~1995!. A singular perturbation theory
approach, which will be described later in this section,
applied by Lévine and Rouchon~1991!.

The example which will be studied is a binary distill
tion column with 40 ideal trays, a reboiler, and a total co
denser described by Eq.~47!. Constant molar overflow and
constant relative volatility~a51.5! are assumed. The feed
liquid with a light component compositionzf50.5. The liq-
uid molar holdup of each tray is assumed to be equal an
defined asMi5M50.5. The distillate flow rate isD/F
50.5 and the liquid reflux flow rate isL/F52.702 at the
operating point of interest. The composition of the distilla
output for these operating point isxd5x150.99. This col-
umn is identical to Column A from Skogestad and Mor
~1988!.

In order to study the transient dynamics around the
erating point, the system is initialized at another steady s
where L/F59.0 andD/F50.2. Since the reflux (L/D) is
higher at this operating point, the distillate has a higher
rity (xd50.999). At timet50, the flows of the distillate and
liquid reflux are changed to those of the operating point
interest (L/F52.702, D/F50.5). From the simulation re
sults of the dynamic transition to the steady state, the beh
ior appears to show evidence of a time-scale separation.
response of the distillate, after the first 50 minute transi
period, appears to be an output from a first-order sys
~Fig. 3!. To further illustrate the dynamics of the simulate
system, a snapshot of the composition profile along
length of the column is given in Fig. 4. The compositio
profile is given at times@0,50,100,200,300,400,500,600#. As
time progresses, the composition moves from the initial h
purity profile to lower purity~as time passes, the profile
move toward the lower right hand corner!. Since the output
seems to suggest that the system exhibits behavior consi
with a one-dimensional slow manifold, three methods will
wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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presented for identifying the one-dimensional ‘‘slow’’ man
fold and the results will be compared with the simulati
results.

A. Linear modal analysis about a fixed point

In the first method, modal decomposition will be applie
to a linearized model of the column dynamics. A line
model of the system can be built at the operating point
Column A (L/F52.702, D/F50.5). Consider Eq.~47!
written in the form

ẋ5 f ~x,u!, y5x1 . ~48!

In this case, the inputs of interestu areL andD. The linear-
ization about a given operating point (x0) can be described
in deviation variables by

q̇5Aq1Bu, z5@1,0, . . . ,0#q, ~49!

FIG. 3. Time response of the distillate composition forL/F:9.0→2.702,
D/F:0.2→0.5 att50.

FIG. 4. Snapshots of the column composition profile at tim
@0,50,100,200,300,400,500,600#.
license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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where A5 (] f /]x) (x0), B5 (] f /]x) (x0), and the output
matrix takes this form since the output of interest is the d
tillate x1 . The variablesq, u, andz of this system are de
viation variables about the steady state. By performing
modal decomposition and reducing the system such that
a single mode is kept, the following model is found:

ẋ̄15l1x̄11BT
!u, y5@1,0, . . . ,0#t1x̄1 , ~50!

where l1 is the eigenvalue of smallest magnitude andT
5@ t1 ,t2 ,•••,t41# is a matrix consisting of the eigenvectorst i

of A sorted such thatt1 is the eigenvector associated with th
eigenvaluel1 ~for ideal binary distillation, all the eigenval
ues ofA are negative real and distinct!. In the neighborhood
of the operating point, system~50! should be a good approxi
mation to the dynamics of the full system sinceul1u is more
than an order of magnitude smaller than the other eigen
ues.

From the above reduced model,

y5t11x̄1 , ~51!

wheret11 is the first component of the eigenvector associa
with the dominant eigenvalue. By assuming the remain
modes are at equilibrium (x̄25•••5 x̄4150), the original
statex can be found by the transformation

t1x̄15x. ~52!

Using Eqs.~51! and ~52!, the state profile from the one
dimensional reduced model can be found from the outpuy

x5
y

t11
t1 . ~53!

This method is used to determine the linear approxim
tion of the one-dimensional slow manifold of the distillatio
system. As can be seen in Fig. 5, this approximation doe
good job of finding the low-dimensional manifold when th
column profile is close to the steady state. This is expec
since a linear approximation is valid in a small neighborho
of the steady state. However, for short times after the s

FIG. 5. The linear approximation to the one-dimensional slow manifold
times @50,100,200,300,400,500,600#.
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change, this method is unable to capture the features of
composition profile because the system is far from its ste
state. This is due to the fact that the modal decomposi
method only utilizes a linear model which is only valid in
local neighbor of the final steady state.

B. A singular perturbation analysis

In an attempt to find a better approximation of the slo
manifold, nonlinear methods will be used. The seco
method which will be described here involves transformi
the original equations describing the distillation column in
the standard form for singularly perturbed systems~system
1!. This physically motivated transformation is given in L´-
vine and Rouchon~1991! and will be used here to comput
the slow manifold associated with this assumption.

The dynamic description of a section ofN trays of a
distillation column with no feed is

Mẋ15Lx01Vy22Lx12Vy1 ,

A

Mẋj 215Lxj 221Vyj2Lxj 212Vyj 21 ,

Mẋj5Lxj 211Vyj 112Lxj2Vyj , ~54!

Mẋj 115Lxj1Vyj 122Lxj 112Vyj 11A

MẋN5LxN211VyN112LxN2VyN .

To put the original system equations in the standard form
singularly perturbed systems, the following change of co
dinates is made~Lévine and Rouchon, 1991!:

S x1

A

xj 21

xj

xj 11

A

xN

D →1
x1

f 5x1

A

xj 21
f 5xj 21

xs5(
i 51

N
xi

N

xj 11
f 5xj 11

A

xN
f 5xN

2 , ~55!

wherexs corresponds to the slow state,xf corresponds to fas
states, and the section has a total ofN trays.

By defining the molar holdup of the entire section~the
total number of moles in a given section! as M̄5NM, this
transformation results in the following description:

1

N
M̄ẋ1

f 5Lx01Vy2
f 2Lx1

f 2Vy1
f ,

A

1

N
M̄ẋj 21

f 5Lxj 22
f 1VkS xs2

1

N(
iÞ j

xi
f D 2Lxj 21

f 2Vyj 21
f ,

M̄ ẋs5Lx01VyN112LxN
f 2Vy1

f , ~56!

t
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1

N
M̄ẋj 11

f 5LS xs2
1

N(
iÞ j

xi
f D 1Vyj 12

f 2Lxj 11
f 2Vyj 11

f ,

A

1

N
M̄ẋN

f 5LxN21
f 1VyN112LxN

f 2VyN
f . ~57!

Note that these equations are in the standard form for a
gularly perturbed system if the factor 1/N is considered as
the small parameter (e in the previous notation!.

If it is assumed that the molar holdup of the entire c
umn is large compared to the molar holdup on a single t
(1/N→0), the description of the slow system is given by

05Lx01Vy2
f 2Lx1

f 2Vy1
f ,

A

05Lxj 22
f 1Vys2Lxj 21

f 2Vyj 21
f ,

M̄ ẋs5Lx01VyN112LxN
f 2Vy1

f , ~58!

05Lxs1Vyj 12
f 2Lxj 11

f 2Vyj 11
f ,

A

05LxN21
f 1VyN112LxN

f 2VyN
f . ~59!

The reduced description of the dynamics of the system
volves a single ODE withN21 algebraic constraints.

In order to compute the slow manifold for Column A,
term to account for the external feedFxF needs to be adde
to the right-hand side of the equation describing the fe
tray. By defining the transformation such thatxj is the feed
tray, only the dynamic equation forxs will include terms
resulting from the feed. There are also some slight modifi
tions to the above equations because the first equation
describes the condenser@x1 of ~47!# and the last equation
describes the reboiler@xN of ~47!#. Applying the transforma-
tion of Eq. ~55! to the equations describing Column A~47!,
the set of algebraic constraints describing the slow mani
are

05Vy2
f 2Vx1

f ,

05Lx1
f 1Vy3

f 2Lx2
f 2Vy2

f ,

A

05Lxj 22
f 1Vys2Lxj 21

f 2Vyj 21
f ,

~60!
05~L1F !xs1Vyj 12

f 2~L1F !xj 11
f 2Vyj 11

f ,

A

05~L1F !xN22
f 1VyN

f 2~L1F !xN21
f 2VyN21

f ,

05~L1F !xN21
f 2~L1F2V!xN

f 2VyN
f .

The N21 algebraic constraints defined above involveN
variables, so it is expected that the surface in the state-s
which satisfies these algebraic conditions is a o
dimensional manifold.

By specifying the distillate compositionx1 , the remain-
ing tray compositions can be found by solving Eq.~60!. Us-
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ing the distillate composition from the simulation at th
times corresponding to the snapshots, the slow manifold
this time can be found. The results of computing the sl
manifold using this method are given in Fig. 6. It appea
that this assumption captures the main characteristics of
profile.

C. Determining the surface which satisfies the
Maas–Pope criteria

The computational algorithm of Maas and Pope~1992!
is the third method applied to this example for computing
reduced manifold. The algorithm described in Sec. II is us
to determine the slow manifold wherex1 , the distillate com-
position, is used as a fixed parameter. The values of
distillate composition from the simulation at the times
interest are used as the fixed states for the minimization
~16!. The NPSOL algorithm is used for computing the ma
fold, as described previously.

Computation of a single column profile on the slo
manifold with a specified distillate composition takes a
proximately 10 minutes on a Sun SPARCstation20. For e
of the eight profiles, the minimization ends up converging
zero. The results are given in Fig. 7. It appears that t
computational algorithm of Maas and Pope~1992! does the
best job of capturing the slow manifold of the three metho
presented in terms of the error between the predicted pro
and simulation results of Maas and Pope.

In order to compare these methods, the norm of the
ference between the simulation results and the profile gi
by the different methods of computing the slow manifo
was found. The results presented are the two-norm of
difference between the profiles at the defined simulat
times and can be found in Fig. 8. From this comparison,
Maas and Pope criteria have the smallest error in predic
the column profiles based on the assumptions and meth
used in this section.

FIG. 6. The singular perturbation approximation of Le´vin and Rouchon of
the one-dimensional slow manifold at times@50,100,200,300,400,500,600#.
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VI. PRELIMINARY THOUGHTS ON BUILDING
REDUCED MODELS

The Maas and Pope~1992! algorithm identifies the re-
duced manifold, so it should be possible to fit the equati
that describe the manifold from the results of the algorith
The output of the algorithm is a number of points on t
nr-dimensional slow manifold

~z1 ,z2 , . . . ,zn!1 ,

~z1 ,z2 , . . . ,zn!2 , ~61!

A

~z1 ,z2 , . . . ,zn!M .

The points on the slow manifold should satisfyn2nr non-
linear constraints.

FIG. 7. The results of the Maas and Pope method of identifying the o
dimensional slow manifold at times@50,100,200,300,400,500,600#.

FIG. 8. The norm of the error associated with each approximation me
as a function of time.
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These nonlinear constraints can be estimated from
data by performingn2nr black-box identifications. The re
sults of the black-box regressions can be defined as

znr115g1~z1 , . . . ,znr
!,

znr125G2~z1 , . . . ,znr
!, ~62!

A

zn5Gn2nr
~z1 , . . . ,znr

!.

Once again these equations defining the constraints ca
substituted into the original equations

ż15F1~z1 , . . . ,znr
,G1~z!, . . . ,Gn2nr

~z!!,

ż25F2~z1 , . . . ,znr
,G1~z!, . . . ,Gn2nr

~z!!, ~63!

A

żnr
5Fnr

~z1 , . . . ,znr
,G1~z!, . . . ,Gn2nr

~z!!,

where z5@z1 , . . . ,znr
#. By making this substitution, a re

duced model of the dynamics is formed.
While this reduced model will not have any fast dynam

ics if the functionsGi are able to represent the slow manifo
exactly, a black-box approximation may not exactly descr
the manifold. If there is any mismatch between the manif
and the functionsGi , there may be mismatch between th
slow dynamics of the original model and this reduced mod
and there may also be a mismatch at steady state.

Another option, suggested by Maas and Pope~1992!,
would be to utilize a lookup table to determine the points
the reduced manifold. While this form may be more accur
than the black-box method described above, the redu
model could not be described by a set of differential eq
tions. While a lookup table may be suitable for simulatio
this form would probably not be compatible with existin
methods of designing nonlinear controllers.

Possibly the best approach to determining a redu
model of the slow dynamics would be to use the Maas a
Pope~1992! algorithm to determine an initial approximatio
of the slow manifold by fitting a function to the output of th
algorithm. Note that the Maas and Pope algorithm will d
termine the slow manifold exactly, but the result is not
algebraic description. The fitted version of this manifo
could then be used as a starting point for the algorithm
Roussel and Fraser~1991!. This method is an iterative pro
cess which computes a reduced set of differential equat
describing the reduced system. The iterative process of
algorithm is computationally expensive, so a good gues
the manifold is needed. To reduce the computational requ
ments of the algorithm of Roussel and Fraser~1991!, the
Maas and Pope algorithm could be utilized. There appear
be some initial work in this direction~Davis, 1997!.

VII. EXAMPLE: TWO-PHASE CSTR

In this example, the dynamics of a two-phase chemi
reactor will be studied. The reactor has a pure gas feed c
sisting of chemical componentA and a pure liquid feed of

e-

d
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chemical componentB. These react to form componentC
(A1B→C). An illustration of the system is given in Fig. 9
While componentsA andC exist in both the liquid and ga
phase, componentB remains purely in the liquid phase. Th
effect of mass-transfer between the gas and liquid phas
also considered in the model. The equations describing
reactor are as follows:

dnA
G

dt
5FA02NA2FGyA ,

dnC
G

dt
52NC2FGyC ,

dnA
L

dt
5NA2kCACBVL2FLxA , ~64!

dnB
L

dt
5FB02kCACBVL2FLxB ,

dnC
L

dt
5NC1kCACBVL2FLxC ,

whereni is the number of moles of componenti in liquid
~superscriptL) or gas~superscriptG) phase,xi is the mole
fraction of liquid componenti, yi is the mole fraction of gas
componenti, VL5(nA

L1nB
L1nC

L )/r is the liquid volume,
Ci5ni

L/VL is the concentration in the liquid phase,Ni

5kL(xA
!2xA) is the mass transfer from the gas to liqu

phase of componenti, xi
!5Pyi /Pi

sat, P5(nA
G1nC

G)RT/
(V2VL) is the reactor pressure,k5k0e2Ea /RT is the reac-
tion rate constant, with the parameters and variables at st
state given in Tables I and II.

Figures 10 and 11 give simulation results of the f
dynamical system from arbitrary initial condition
(@nA

G , nC
G , nA

L , nB
L , nC

L # 5 @ 3000, 1000, 3300, 10 500, 1500#) .
Two time scales appear to be present in the simula
results—an initial fast transient, and a slower time const
associated with the long time dynamics.

FIG. 9. Gas-liquid phase chemical reactor.

TABLE I. Reactor variables at steady-state.

Variable Description Steady-state value

nA
G Molar gas holdup ofA ~mol! 3552

nC
G Molar gas holdup ofC ~mol! 1238

nA
L Molar liquid holdup ofA ~mol! 3061

nB
L Molar liquid holdup ofB ~mol! 10630

nC
L Molar liquid holdup ofC ~mol! 1310
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In Fig. 11 the first 200 s of the simulation are plotte
and the effect of the time-scale separation can be cle
seen. Some very fast dynamics occur in the first 20 s.
behavior appears to be consistent with the mass-transfe
the system, since the liquid and gas holdups of componenA
andC ~variablesnA

G , nA
L , nC

G , andnC
L ) adjust very quickly.

After this initial transient, the behavior is consistent with
time scale of approximately 100 s. Most likely, this behav
is associated with the chemical reaction.

A. Perturbation analysis based on physical
arguments

One possible way to reduce this model is to use a ph
cal understanding of the process as motivation. The assu
tion made here is that the mass-transfer dynamics is m
faster than the other dynamics of the system. This means
the mass-transfer term reaches steady state much faster
the rest of the system. Therefore, in order to reduce the e
tions, it is assumed thatṄA5ṄC50. This is equivalent to

TABLE II. Reactor parameters.

Parameter Description Value

FA0 Inlet vapor flowrate~mol/s! 175
FB0 Inlet liquid flowrate~mol/s! 250
FG Outlet gas flowrate~mol/s! 92.2
FL Outlet liquid flowrate~mol/s! 284.2
R Gas constant~J/mol K! 8.314
Ea Activation energy~J/mol! 110 000
k0 Preexponential reaction factor~m3/mol s! 1011

r Molar liquid phase density~mol/m3) 15 000
V Reactor volume~m3) 1.8
T Reactor temperature~K! 341.5
kL Mass transfer coefficient~mol/s! 2500
PA

sat Saturation vapor pressure forA at T ~Pa! 51.113106

PC
sat Saturation vapor pressure forC at T ~Pa! 56.493106

FIG. 10. Simulation of the full set of equations for the CSTR~top graph:
nA

G—solid line,nA
L—dashed line. Bottom graph:nC

G—solid line,nC
L —dashed

line!.
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forcing the mass-transfer dynamics to reach equilibrium
finitely fast and provides two algebraic constraints that
scribe the slow manifold.

By transforming to a new set of variables which descr
the overall molar holdup of each of the individual comp
nents in the reactor (@nA5nA

G1nA
L ,nB

L ,nC5nC
G1nC

L #), the
fast mass-transfer dynamics (NA andNC) will no longer ap-
pear. With these new coordinates, it is assumed that the
portant quantities for the slow dynamics are the total mo
of A and C in the reactor. The new set of differential alg
braic equations describing the reduced dynamics for
physically based model reduction scheme becomes

dnA

dt
5FA02FGyA2kCACBVL2FLxA ,

dnB
L

dt
5FB02kCACBVL2FLxB ,

dnC

dt
5kCACBVL2FLxC2FGyC ~65!

~ ẋA
!2 ẋA!50,

~ ẋC
! 2 ẋC!50.

It is possible to convert back to the original set of coor
nates by utilizing the algebraic constraints for calculation

Figures 12 and 13 give the results of simulation based
system~65!. The initial conditions for this simulation ar
such that@nA ,nB

L ,nB# match the initial conditions of the ful
system. The concentration differencesnA

G2nA
L and nC

G2nC
L

are then adjusted until (ẋA
!2 ẋA)50 and (ẋC

! 2 ẋC)50. This
is the projection of the dynamics onto the slow manifold th
results from the physically motivated model reducti
scheme.

In Fig. 13 the fast dynamics do not appear. The reaso
that the mass-transfer termsNA andNC do not appear in the
differential equations. Notice that the long term dynamics
reproduced quite well using this approximation. Howev

FIG. 11. Simulation of the full set of equations for the CSTR for the fi
200 seconds.
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the simulated solution of this set of equations require
combined differential algebraic equation solver. In additio
this model can only be used with control design schem
which are specifically developed for differential algebra
systems.

B. Model reduction utilizing the Maas–Pope criteria

The computational algorithm of Maas and Pope was th
used to identify the three-dimensional manifold of slow d
namics. The variables@nC

G ,nA
L # are solved for as a function

of the remaining variables@nA
G ,nB

L ,nC
L # over an equally

spaced grid of 8000 points for molar holdups less than 3
mol from the steady state using the Maas and Pope a
rithm. Computationally this takes approximately 15 min on
Sun SPARCstation 20. After this is completed, the variab
@nC

G ,nA
L # are estimated as a function of the other variab

using a quadratic polynomial. The fitted functions are

FIG. 12. Simulation results for the physically motivated model reductio

FIG. 13. Simulation results for the physically motivated model reduction
the first 200 seconds.
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nC
G5H1~nA

G ,nB
L ,nC

L !,
~66!

nA
L5H2~nA

G ,nB
L ,nC

L !.

Note that a tradeoff exists between the complexity of
fitted functionsH1 and H2 and the accuracy of the mode
The functions should describe the surface that satisfies
Maas and Pope criteria. However a high order description
H1 and H2 would lead to increased complexity of the r
duced set of ODEs where the complexity refers to the nu
ber of terms appearing on the right-hand side of the redu
set of ODEs. This may not be desirable for control des
procedures which rely on algebraic manipulations of the s
tem to be controller. A quadratic function was used in ord
to develop a reduced model of reasonable complexity
accuracy.

Substituting these fitted functions into the original equ
tions, reduced equations are as follows:

dnA
G

dt
5FA02NA2FGyA ,

dnB
L

dt
5FB02kCACBVL2FLxB ,

dnC
L

dt
5NC1kCACBVL2FLxC , ~67!

nC
G5H1~nA

G ,nB
L ,nC

L !,

nA
L5H2~nA

G ,nB
L ,nC

L !.

Note that for this set of equations, the reduced form is m
natural. By substituting the expressionsH1(nA

G ,nB
L ,nC

L ) and
H2(nA

G ,nB
L ,nC

L ) for nC
G and nA

L , the system can easily b
simulated as a set of only three differential equations. Thi
different than the system which results from the physica
motivated model reduction where a differential algebr
solver is needed for simulation.

The results of the simulation of system~67! are given in
Figs. 14 and 15. In these simulations, the initial values

FIG. 14. Simulation results for the reduced model generated by black
fitting of the results of the Maas and Pope algorithm.
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@nA
G ,nB

L ,nC
L # are specified to be identical to those values us

in the simulation of the full system. The initial values o
@nC

G ,nA
L # are determined from the constraintsH1(nA

G ,nB
L ,nC

L )
and H2(nA

G ,nB
L ,nC

L ). Note that this choice of initial condi-
tions for the reduced system is somewhat arbitrary. It is s
ply one projection of the initial conditions onto the slo
manifold. The question of determining the optimal initi
conditions on the slow manifold for an initial condition no
in the neighborhood of the manifold is an open resea
question.

The simulations using this model no longer exhibit t
fast dynamics of the full set of equations. In addition,
appears that the computed initial conditions for@nC

G ,nA
L # are

similar to the full simulation result after the mass-trans
reaches steady state~around 20 s!. Dynamically, the results
appear quite similar to the full simulation results if the initi
transient is ignored. However, since the fit to the slow ma
fold is only approximate there is some error associated w
the final steady state of the reduced model.

The cause of this steady-state error is due to the met
by which H1 and H2 are determined. In this example, th
functions have been fit such that the error is minimized o
the entire portion of the slow manifold identified by th
Maas and Pope algorithm. Another option would be to fit t
constrained versions of the functionsH1 and H2 such that
the steady state error is zero. The effect would be to red
the steady state error, but to decrease the accuracy by w
the functions fit the results of the algorithm outside of t
steady-state. A third option involves performing a weight
optimization such that errors in the region near the stea
state are penalized more than errors more distant.

The results of the quadratic fit and model reduction ar
set of three differential equations which can be utilized ea
by a nonlinear control scheme. Figure 16 compares the
sults of the three different models for the molar holdup
componentA.

FIG. 15. Simulation results for the reduced model generated by black-
fitting of the results of the Maas and Pope algorithm for the first 2
seconds.

x
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm of Maas and Pope~1992! has been exam
ined as a tool for nonlinear model reduction of syste
which exhibit behavior with time-scale separations. First
was shown that the algorithm identified the proper redu
manifold of slow dynamics for systems with infinite and
nite time-scale separations. The slow manifold of a simula
binary distillation column was found using the algorithm a
the results were compared with previously utilized metho
of linear model reduction and physically based nonlin
model reduction. While the other methods make assumpt
about the structure of the slow manifold, the Maas and P
algorithm is able to exactly identify the intrinsic slow man
fold of the system.

Some thoughts on how the results of the algorithm co
be used for model reduction were then presented and
method of model reduction was used on a model of a tw
phase chemical reactor. The results were compared with
results of a standard physically based model reduction
the results of simulating the full system. In this example,
slow dynamics of the system was reproduced quite well
using the Maas and Pope algorithm and black-box mode
to arrive at a reduced system.

While it is shown that the Maas and Pope algorith
identifies the reduced manifold of slow dynamics, it is s

FIG. 16. Comparison of the three different models for the first 200 seco
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not clear how to utilize this manifold in order to build
reduced model of the dynamics that is amenable to const
tion of a nonlinear controller. Possible work for the futu
also includes determining the optimal projection~if one ex-
ists! for arbitrary initial conditions onto the slow manifold.
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